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In the context of multivariate ( or multi-parameter ) estimation problems,
the Stein-rule or shrinkage estimators are generally admissible and minimax, and
they dominate their classical counterparts (in the light of quadratic error risks).
However, this glittering picture pertains only to the classical multi-normal and
some other special types of exponential

f~ilies

of distributions. During the past

five years, attempts have been made to establish this Stein phenomenon in a much
wider setup encompassing various nonparametric and robust estimators for possibly
non-normal ( or non-exponential families of ) distributions and for risk functions
non necessarily of the quadratic error type. Several interesting features of
these recent developments include the following :
(i) Incorporation of simple and physically meaningful asymptotic considerations
leading to solutions closely resembling the classical parametric forms;
(ii) Development of the concept of asymptotic distributional risk enabling the
adaptation of the asymptotic theory for the study of the dominance picture
under much less restrictive regularity conditions (than in the parametric
cases);
(iii) Employment of the Pitman closeness criterion in the formulation of alternative risk functions leading to the expected dominance picture for lower
dimensional problems as well;
(iv) Exploitation of the inter-relationships of preliminary test estimation and
shrinkage estimation in the study of the related dominance pictures.
All these aspects are systematically reviewed here. Special emphasis has been laid
on the robust-effficiency aspects of some of these recent developments.
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In the classical paramefrit mhdets~ maximm likelihood estimators
(MLE) are known to have various optimal ity properties (mostly. in an
a~mptotic

setup. but. often, for finite sample sizes as well).

In linear

models with normally distributed errors. often. the MLE reduce to the
classical least squares estimators (LSE).

In a general multi-parameter

model (not necessarily linear). however. the classical MLE/LSE may not be
optimal and their exist alternative versions of these estimators (called
the shrinkage or Steitrrul e estimators (SRE»

which may dominate the

MLE/LSE (under appropriate quadratic error or related risk functions).
the literature this is known as the Stein Phenomenon.

In

Research work in

this vital area was sparked by Steill(l956) chiJ JcilDes and Stein (1961). and
the last twenty five years n8\Te vitnessed"a" fm'ldamental graJth of
literature in this fruitful area of %esearch.
(1985) for a detailed account of

SOalE:

We may refer to Berger

of these developnents. mostly

relating to the cl assical mul tinot1llal .and sane specifc types of exponential
families of distributions.
Generally. the MLE or LSE ate not'vel-Y robust against plausible
departures from the assumed (distributional) models. and the Steitrrule
versions of the MLE/LSE may suffet: from the> same drawback.

Robust

estimation of location/scale/regression parameters has been considered in
increasing general ity during the past twenty five years. and during the
same time period. a significant developnent has taken place in the area of
nonparametric estimation of similar parameters.

Optimal unbiased

estimation of regular functions [viz •• Hoeffding (1948)] is the precursor
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of all these developments.

Robust estimation of location/scale and

regression parameters based on

appropri.~e:"Ftffi~y!\ffti~.ficshas

also been

considered by a host of workers' some of these developments are reported in
Chapters 6 and 7 of Puri and Sen'.

(l~85),_..

Rpb:llsh7 M,-~e.:stimation of location

and regression parameters is treated in Huber ,(l981) and others.
Generally. these M-estimators are very robust to local departures from the
assumed model. while the rank based eetimators are

~obal1y

robust.

Somewhere in between are the L-estimators (based on appropriate linear
combinations of functions of order statistics).

Modern developments in the

area of nonparametric and robust estimation theory are mainly centered
around these M-. R- and L-estimators.

These estimators together with the

U-statistics [Hoeffding (1948)] encompass a wide area, and our main
interest centers in this arena.
Let us step into the
robustness point of view.
context:

m~llti-param~t~r

estimation theory from the

A n.cit'.iIal} qpestion may arise immediately in this

Is the Stein phenomenon

rel~~~t,

in robust estimation?

The

answer is. of course. in the affirmatiY';e [viz •• Sen (1984). Sen and Saleh
(1985. 1987) and others].

Before we proceed to elaborate this issue. we

may point out that the success of the dominance of the SRE over their
classical counterparts. at least in
of some fundamental identities of
non-normal distributions.

the-m~t~-normal

Stein.(l9,~o.).

Even so. the.

S~,ein

models. rests heavily

and these may not ho1 d for

phenomenon is largely

confined to a neighborhood of the assumed model (pi.vot) I
the estimation of the mean (vector)e

For example. for

of a roultinor.mal distribution (with a

quadratic error loss). for a sample of size n. the immprovement of the SRE
over the MLE is significant only when
the assumed pivot).
increases.

0.1

nil -e-e-0 II

Thus. for any (fixed)

le-e
II2 ~
_ -0

e

2

is finite (where

different from

e•

-0

as

e

-0

is

0.

and as a result. this improvement becomes less
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and less perceptible. and

.th~~nalytic. dominance

largely of academic interest,

9~y.;A

of el iminating this drawback of

natural and physica1-ly meaningful way

th~.. ~~
"::

result on the SRE remains

is .~o take recourse to appropriate
t ~'i.!

1'",:.-

sequences of local alternatives for which the dominance of the SRE holds
.""'1"

even in a well defined asymptotic setup.

In Section 2. we shall review

some recent developments in this direction.
Basically. the SRE are testimators: appropriate test statistics for
testing the adequacy of the assumed pivot are incorporated in the actual
formulation of the SRE.

Thus. the SRE may have generally a factor

involving the reciprocal of a test statistic.

In the conventional

multinormal models. these test statistics may have usually noncentral chi
square or noncentral variance ratio distributions. and the Stein identities
pave the way for the

comput~tion

of the (quadratic) risk of the SRE.

Unfortunately. for non-normal distributions.

t~ese

Stein identities may not

generally hold. and hence. the exact evaluation of the risk of SRE or the
proof of its dominance may be considerally difficult. if not impracticable.
Even in an asymptotic setup. the intem;1 ty of this difficulty is not
lessened to any extent.

Fortunately. the asymptotic setup of Section 2

permits the computation of the risk

o~

SRE from their asymptotic

distributions. these are termed the asrmptotic distributional risks (ADR).
In Section 3. we shall exploit fuJ."ly
estimation theory.

role of ADR in Stein-rule

th~

We shall see that this
. . . provides an easy and meaningful
\

access to the study of the asymptotic dominance of SRE in a much broader
setup.
Although a quadratic error loss is a natural contender in the
formulation of risk of an estimator. it may lead to considerable
complications for SRE and/or related estimators: See Section 3 for some
details.

Thus. one may also seek for al ternative loss functions which lead

•
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to less complicated mathematical manipulations towatd~'~hk common goal of
establishing the desired dominance rescl:'t~.·: 'l'he P:Liiftan"'(1937) closeness
criterion has recently received considJr~bl·~'1~tt~iiti6n'in this context.
,

r",

. ... Q',

In

.

Section 4. we shall exploit fully the role of tnePitman Closeness
criterion in SRE.

This seems to be a viabl;' aiterriative way to studying

the asymptotic dominance results on SRE in robust and nonparametric setups.
In a sense. the prel iminary test estimators (PTE) may be regarded as
the precursors of the SRE.
studied in Section 5.

The inter-relationships of the PTE and SRE are

This study leads to a natural adaptation of the so

called positive rule SRE (PRSRE) in a broad nonparametric setup.

The

results in Section 2. 3 and 4 are then incorporated in the study of the
related dominance properties of the PTE. SRE and PRSRE.
The concluding section deals with a glossary of SRE problems in
nonparametric and robust setups. and a list ot pertinent references to the
relevant works is also prOl1ided.

2.

ASlMP'l'OTlC OOHlNANCZ IN SRE:

RELEVANCE OF prrMAN AL'.rERNATIVES

To illustrate the role of the classtc81 Pitman (local) alternatives in
t',

.'

SRE. we start with the following simple'model.

Let X
_ ••••• X
_11

be

1

n

independent and identically distributed (i,~ i:. d.) random vectors (r. v.)
drawn from a multivariate normal populat{6~ ~'ith mean vector

e

and

~ (positive definite). , For simplicity. suppose that E

covariance matrix

E = I • where p
-p
and with the q uadractic error

is known. and. without any loss of generality. we may set
is > 3.

The MLE of

e

is X
_n

= n-1

",n
].- 1X
_i

1..._

the risk of _n
X is given by

..

n

-1

p

(2.1)
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Side by side. we consider the Stein-rule estimator:
.~ .

' ., \.i

rJi

+ (1 - cn- 1 ,

is
=e
-n
_0

Ix - -0,
e I '-2)
(X - -0
e)
' . Glf.

(2.2)

.-n~

where 0 < c < 2(p-2) is the shrinkage factor and ~o is the assuned pivot.

e =0.
-0 -

For simpl iei ty. we may set

nEI

liS _
-n

•

Then

el I 2 = p-c[2(p-2)-c]E[(p-2+2Kn )-1]

(2.3)

-

where K has the Poisson distribution with parameter ~
n

The right hand side of (2.3) is a minimum for c
~

n

-+-CD

•

= p-2.

n

= EKn = nl lei
12 •
But as n increases.

and hence.

(2.4)

Consequently. for any

8

+0

•

p •

(2.5)

Thus. the dominance of -X s over -X is confined to compact intervals for ~
-n
-n
n
1 2
i.e •• for II~I I = 0(n- / ). This is not surprising. as the test statistic
2
(n IIX 11 ) is consistent against any 11_811 > O. and it has a non-degenerate
-n
asymptotic distribution for Pitman alternatives {H } where
n

H :
n

e = n -1/2

- r E r,

y

compact.

(2.6)

Motivated by this simple example. we may now pose the SRE theory in a
wider spectrum of robust and nonparametric setups incorporating the same
asymptotics in a general mold.

6

Based on a set {Xl' •.• ,X } of n observations, we conceive of a vector
-

!n = (T

n1

.. ··, T ) , ,
np

where p ~ 3.

_n

of estimator of a ,suitable parametr.ic vector
!. )

~

{.~>

= (8 1 , ... ,8 n) , ,
•

Keeping in mind, the varIous nonparametric and robust estimators,

we may assume that as n increases,
..:

~

r

(2.7)

where

V is a positive definite (p.d.) matric (possibly unknown).

We also

summe that there exists a samp1 e counterpart of \}, namely. a stochastic
matric

V
, such that
-0

v

-n

+

v , in

probability~

'"
For an arbitrary estimator (0 ) of
-n
function
'"
L (0,8) = n(o
-n
n
-

8

6/

as n

+

00

•

(2.8)

, we consider a quadratic error loss
'"

W (0
_n - 8)

(2.9)
c::

where

n

W is a given p.d. matrix.

Further, we conceive of a pivot

e

for

-0

side by side, we consider a suitable test statistic L
'j

adequacy of the pivot 8

-0

•

,

We assume that when

Ln +VXp2 • as n +

00

e

-0

n

for testing the

hoI ds,

(2.10)

Mostly, robust or nonparametric tests can be incorporated in this context.
However. the estimator T
(of
_n

e)

and the test stati stic Ln shoul d be

e;

7

inter-related in a manner
by their simultaneous

IL n -

~uch ~hat

the Stein phenomenon can be preserved

use.,T~a~?,s.1th~~:,'fe asstme

neT - 8 )/ v-leT
-0

-

-n

- 8

-0

)r~

that as n increases

(2.11)

0,

under the null hypothesis H o : _8 ,': -0
8 as well as for local a1 ternatives.
For M-, R- and L- estimators of 8, (2.11) holds via the asymptotic (first
order) representation resul ts of Jureckova (1977), whi1 e for U-statistics
or von Mises' functiona1s, V
is taken as the jackknifed estimator of
_n
Ln

=n

V

and

(T_n - -0
8)' V -l(T -8), so that (2.11) holds by virtue of (2.8) and
_n
_n_o

the Courant theorem.

For MLE, L is th'e c1 assica1 1 ike1 ihood ratio test
n

and (2.11) holds [see Sen (1986)].

For LSE, V
is the sample covariance
_n

matrix and hence, (2.8) holds and this, in turn, implies (2.11).
Now, for a given (8

-0

,W), based on the triplet (T ,

-n

~"

-

v,L ), the SRE
-n

n

version of T may be posed as
-n
T s
-n

= -0
e + II

cd L-~-~-1] (T' n n - -n
-n

e)

(2.12)

-0

where

dn

= chmin

(~n)

and

,0 < c< 2 (p-2) •

(2.13)

It is possible to choose some alternative versions paral1ed to the normal

•

theory case treated in Berger (1980), and we may refer to them later on.
Our main contention is to study the relative risk picture of T and T s
-n
-n
Note
that
in
most
of
the
cases,
by
virtue
of
e
.
when e is IIclose toll -0
(2.11) or by actual construction of L , the test for H :
n

is consistent against _8

fe,
-0

0

and as such for any (fixed)

e = e-0

based on L

n

e f -0
e • L-n ~
1

-

O.

8

in probabil ity. as n -) 00 • so that by' (2.8) and ·(2.1~n T
-n S

T
-n -) 0
_ • in
This limiting degen~h8.t:f6t~fti be 'avoided when L- 1

probabil ity. as n -) 00

-

n

is itself a nondegenerate r.v•• and for this. a natural setup is to
consider Pitman-type alternatives:

H:
n

Under (2.14). L

n

8

= -0
8 +

l 2
n / y

Y £

r

( 2.14)

(compact).

2

has asymptotically non-central X distribution with p

degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter

~

=r / -1r
~

«00). and this

permits us to draw the picture of the relative risk of T and T
-n
-n
meaningful way.

The case of H : 8
o

= 0).

particular one (where y

= -0
8

in a

is included in this setup as an

This explains the relevance of Pitman

alternatives in SRE: for finite sample

siz~s.

this also explains the role

of n in identifying the effective zone of dominance
classical counterparts.

s

or

the SRE over their

For more details. we may refer to Seil (1984) and

Sen and Saleh (1985) where this concept was explored systematically.

3.

AS'YHPl'OTIC RISK VS. ADR

Note that (2.7). (2.8) and (2.9) may not ensure that

E{Ln (T-n ,8)}
_

~

Trace (Wv), as n

r'

~

00

(3.1)

although (3.1) holds under appropriate moment convergence properties of T
-n
and V.
-n

The situation is far more complicated with the SRE in (2.12) (or

with its other variant forms).

The shrinkage factor (i. e •• cd C~v-1V-l)
n n -

-1
is highly non! inear in form. and. further. the factor Ln

-n

makes it

necessary to bring in the existence (and convergence) of the negative
moments of L (up to a certain order).
n

For the mul ti-norDlal mean probl em.

9
the ingenious Stein identities come to. the rescue of this technical
\

,.".

difficul ty (for p ~ 3) • although these identities may not suffice for
,

other distributions.

In fact.

ifLn

can be equal to 0 with a positive

Cn 1

probability (however small it may be).

assumes the value +00 with a
·t") .....

non-zero probability. and hence. the SRE may not have a finite quadratic
error risk.

This case may typically arise in the case of discrete

distributions (for L ) and is commonly encountered in rank based tests for
n

This technical difficul ty remains in tact in the asymptotic case as

H.

o

we11~

The computation of the asymptotic risk (AR) of the SRE in a general

(non-normal or arbitrary) distribution may require more than the
-1
convergence of L
n

in the qth mean. for some q ~ 1.

Verification of this

[even. under the sequence of local alternatives in (2.14)] for general
nonparametric or robust statistics may be quite involved and may thereby
req ui re quite stringent regul ari ty conditions on the underlying
distributions and/or the adapted score functions.

There are alternative

way s of e1 iminating this drawback:
q

Use of some other form of risk which does not require the L -

(i)

-1
convergence of Ln

• for some q ~ 1.

In this context. the "Pitman

closeness" criterion to be discussed in the next section is a viable
a1 ternative.
:

:

SRE adapted to left truncation of L

(ii)

n

Note that the above

mentioned difficul ty arises mainly when Ln is close to zero.

Thus. the

problem may be avoided to a greater extent by modifying the SRE for L

n

"close to" O.

*s
T
n

..

One possibility is to consider the modified SRE:

T

S

-n
{

e

-0

, if L

> a

n -

(or T ), if

-n

n

(> 0)

Ln

<

a

n

(3.2)

•

10
So long as a

n

is (unformly in n) bounded away fran O. the uniform
(:

integrability of L-1 (over {L > a }) does not pose any serious problem.
n
n- n
1"
, .
:-, ,,'- n~~L1~){~::~fJ<
and hence. the computation of the asymptotic risk of T
can be made under
; '

~:.

,,') -

.'~'

standard regularity conditions; for some, re1at~a developments. we may refer
to Sen (1984) and Sen and Saleh (1985).
V

-n

=

s

2

In the particular case

.

-1
•W • for some (possibly stochastic) nonnegative s2 • the

n-

n

shrinkage factor cd L-~.J-1V -1
n n -

-n

reduces to I (l-cLn

1

). so that the left

truncation on L is similar. in principle. to the positive rule version of
n

SRE.
a

n

In fact. the PRSRE then corresponds to the special case of (3.2) when

= c.

Thus. for the PRSRE. asymptotic risk can be computed under

regularity conditions weaker than those in the case of the SRE.

For the

mul tivariate normal mean estimation problem. the PRSRE is known to perform
better than the SRE. and hence. by drawing analogy with this model (through

(2.7). (2.8) and (2.10», in the general case too. we may advocate the use
of this left truncation on Ln.
(iii)

Incorporation of ADR.

For a moment. let us go back to the

classical case where the variance (or the dispersion matrix) associated
with the asymptotic (multi-) normal distribution of an estimator (in its
normalized form) is generally used in the definition of its asymptotic
efficiency.

The main advantage of this approach is that it does not

require any convergence result stronger than the asymptotic normality (or
multi-normality). and thereby. avoids the necessity of making stronger
regularity assumptions (which are otherwise pertinent to the AE).

The same

feature is true for SRE.

*

of

In (T * -

e)

For an estimator T

-n

distribution of

G*( x) = lim

-n

e.

assume that under (2.14). the asymptotic

is nondegenerate: we denote it by

p{Vn(T* - 8) <xIH}, xE:R P •

n+oo

n

-

n

(3.3)

11

..

e

For the classical estimator. (2.7) ensures that G is a multinormal
distribution function.

For various nonparametric and robust estimation

..
the form of G has been studied in detail

J

.,

problems. for the SRE.

(1984). Sen and Saleh (1985. 1987) and others.

by Sen

This asymptotic

distribution conforms to the case of the Stein-rule estimator for the

..

multivariate normal mean problems. and. as such. G has finite second order
moments too (when p
v*(y)

~

3).

Let then

= f···fxx l dG*(~)

(3.4)

be the dispersion matrix for G.. : since G* may depend on y (through {H }).

.. (y)
- -

V

-

is also generally dependent on

function in (2.9). the ADR of T

-0

p*(T*,y)

= Trace

y.

n

Then. corresponding to the loss

.. is defined by

(3.5)

(Wv*(y»

On the other hand. granted the existence of the AR. we have

(3.6)

where V_

0*1

(y)
_ = limn-+o:>

} and the

existence of this limit may generally require more stringent regularity
conditions.

However. granted these regularity conditions. (3.5) and (3.6)

both have the same expression.

Thus. the main advantage of using the ADR

•

12
in (3.5) is to bypass these extra regularity conditions (needed for (3.6»
•

and to arrive at a comparable expression.

For the

\

,,~

I

classi~al

estimator

{Tn}. satisfying (2.7), we readily obtain from;(3.3), 0.4) and (3.5) that

p*(T,Y)

p* (!' ~)= Trace (WV), V Y £f .' ,

where :: appears in (2.7).
proceeding as in Sen (1984»
p*(TS,y)

= Trace
+ c

2{

(3.7)

For the SRE _n
T s in (2.12), we obtain (on
that

(Wv) - 2c{ch (WV)}{1-6E(X-p+22 A)}

Chp(~::)

p --

,u

(3.8)

}2. {
-1
-4
-4
Trace (Wv)
E(~+2,6) + 6*E(~4,6)}

where
-1
r/ ~-1-1
~ ~ r

2
and Xq,\.)1:

(3.9)

stands for a random variable having the noncentral chi-square

distribution with qth degrees of freedom and noncentra1ity parameter 0 ;
-2r
2
-r
Xq,o = (Xq,o)
, r = 1,2. It is easy to. verify that the right hand side
of (3.8) is less than trace

(~

:: ), for every ref, whenever O<c<2(p-2).

This establishes the asymptotic dominance of the SER in the light of the
ADR, and this also illustrates the utility of the ADR criterion in this
context.
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4.

DOKIHAN<Z IN '11lE LIGHT. OF PITMAH-a..OSENESS

In the multi-parmaeter (8 ) case, for two competing

*

T ,with the norm
_n

II.II

W

~stimators

T

-n

and

defined in (2.9) [for a given p. d. W], we say

that T
_n dominates T
_n * in the light of the Pitman-closeness, if

<

II -n
T*

-

ell W} >- l2 , v e

(4.1)

-

e.

with the strict inequality sign holding at least for some

In this

definition, we do not need to compute the first or second order moments of
or

II~n

*-

~

II W ' and hence, we may need less stringent

regularity conditions to verify (4.1) •. There has been some recent
development in this area.

Some justifications for using (4.1) for SRE have

a1 so been laid down both on empi rical and analytical grounds.

For some of

the related developments, we may refer to Kubokawa, Sen and Saleh (1987),
where other references have also been cited.. -·
In the context of the asymptotic theory 'of SRE, in

a more general

nonparametric and robust estimation setup, (4.1) can be incorporated with
great advantages.

Firstly, we need to consider only the joint (asymptotic)

distribution of (T , T
_n

_n

*)

(properly

not~alized),

and hence, the question of

verifying the usual moment convergenc:e results needed for the asymptotic
risk computations does not arise here.

Secondly, in the context of the

study of the AR or ADR [made in 8ectioh 3], we generally need that p > 3
(i.e., there is no improvement due to shrinkage for p

~

2).

By an

adaptation of (4.1) it can be shOlo7u that the dominance picture may as well
be studied for p

= 2.

Thirdly, both the ADR and (4.1) are based on

distributional properties of the estimators.

HOIo7ever, in the ADR, in

(3.4), we use the second order moment of G* , and this in turn, leads to the
requirement of p

~

3.

We do not need this for (4.1).
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Note that by the Courant Theoren•.
c,

,

I

'-1

d
Ch1(~~~-~) = ".u

(4.2)

and hence. using (2.12) and (4.1). to establish the (asymptotic) dominance
of the SRE over the classical estimator T • it suffices to show that
-n

(4.3)

and in this context.
(2.14)].

a

may as well be replaced by a Pitman sequence [as in

An analytical proof for (4.3)· is non-trivial and rests heavily on

some intricate properties of noncentral chi square distributions; we may
refer to Kubokawa. Sen and Saleh (1987) for some of these details.
resul t is very prospective in the

s,e~se

The

that it appl ies to almost the

entire stock of nonparametric and robust.efltimators and thei r shrinkage
versions; asymptotic mul tinormal ity [(2.-1..)] and the weak convergence of _n
V
(to V

)

suffice

for this purpose.

5.

..J

.~:.,

RELATIVE PERFORMAN<E OF
AND SRE
. ','PTE
,

The SRE have been considered

primari~yon

the

groQ~d

of their

dominance over their classical versions and other related minimaxity
properties.

On the other hand.

the PTE

h8V~

generally been proposed on

more intuitive grounds; they are genp.ral1y neither minimax nor admissible.
but they are also generally not dominated by the SRE.

Typically. a PTE of

a,

15
like the SRE. is a

testim~torand

is based on (T • L ).
n n

the critical value of L.{for f"Erstiog H :
n

0

0:=

-

e )

-0

If R,

n,a

represents

at the level of

(0 < a < 1). then the PrE may, be written as

significance a

TPT
_n

:=

aIeL n,a ) +

-0

T I(L
-n
n

>,1n,a ),

(5.1)

where I(A) stands for the indicatcr ftmction of the set A.

A PTE may be

formulated in a more general way in terms of "restricted" and
"unrestricted" versions of natural estimators which are weighed in the
light of the sample evidence on the plausibility of the "restraints"
governing the restricted estimates.
significance level a

In practice. generally. the

is taken small (Le•• 0.05 or 0.10). although a may

also be chosen in such a way that the PTE has a bounded shortcoming over a
class of alternatives.

A PTE generally perfonns better than a SRE when

likes "close to·' the pivot,

e' ,

-0

e

although"outside a close neighbourhood of

the PTE may have risk higher than that of· the SRE or the classical version.
Nevertheless. the risk of a PTE is not unbounded and for large deviations
of

e

from

e •

it performs closely to the SRE.

_0

Thus. generally. a PTE

neither dominates a SRE nor it is dominated by a SRE.

There may be some

advantages for a PTE:
(i)

For the dominance of a SRE. it is generally necessary the p

~

3.

On the other hand. even for p = 1 or 2. a PTE may have better performance

than the classical version in the neighbourhood of the pivot.
(ii)

Like the SRE. a PTE generally possesses robustness (in terms of

risk) over a range of
(iii)

Often we have a partial shrinkage model.

linear model:

/

/

e•

/

!

= ~~+ e where

For example. for a

~ is a Jrvector. we may partition

B :: (~l' ~2). where the ~j are PFvector. Pl+ P 2

= p.

Suppose that the

e

-0

16
pivot relates to _13

2

= O. while 8
-

-1

m~J.

be quite arbitrary.

We may refer to

Sen and Saleh (1987) for some detailed a'ccounts 'of. related PTE and SRE
based on M-statistics and M-estimators.
well for P2

~

1 and p > 1.

"'Ib'

such a case. the FrE works out

On the other hand. for the dominance of the SRE

to hold (over the classical estimator of 8 ) •. we not only need that min (Pl'
P2) : 3. but also that some other conditions on the associated design
matrix AlA hold.

Thus. the PTE may have a greater scope of adaptability

than the SRE.
(iv)

In general. the asymptotic) distribution of a PTE (for Pitman

type alternatives) is of much simpler form than that of a SRE.

Further.

the AR of a Fl'E may be computer under much less restrictive regularity
conditions than in the case of a SRE.

In terms of the ADR. the FrE and SRE

are. however. quite comparable with respect to these regularity conditions.
(v)

The FrE. as has been formulated ill (5.1). may not depend on W.

whereas in the case of the SRE [h1 (2.12»).,!! enters explicitly inthe form
of the estimator.

Thus. when there is' ns; general coni>ensus on the choice

of W. a SRE may not be robust for variations of W from a chosen one. while
a PTE remains unaffected by this variad'on •. Further. the ADR of a SRE
depends expl ici tly

on~.

and a SRE for a given choice of W may not retain

its minimaxity or other properties for other choices too.

On

the other

hand. the performance characteristics of a FrEmay also be judged by its
generalized variance. while with respect to this generalized variance
criterion. the dominance of a SRE may not remain in tact for a general
class of W.
Based on all these considerations. it seems quite reasonable to attach
good weights to FrE when the prior information on
We may lean more towards the FrE when
pivot. while for

e

~

~

is of uncertain nature:

is suspected to be cl ose to the

away from the pivot. the SRE may be more attractive. In

17
any case. if the choice of W' is not that ur.e.mbiguous or i f

e is

too far

away fran the pivot then none, of, the PTEcr SRE may differ perceptibly from
their classical versions.

and.h~nce. ther~ ~ay

not be any point in pursuing

ei ther of them.

•
6.

GENERAL REMARKS

With the general principles laid down in Section 2 through 5. we now
proceed to sunmarize the recent developnents on SRE in some specific areas.
(i)

General estimable parameters.

Let

e=e (F)

be a functional of a

distribution function F and let U be the corresponding U-statistics
-n
(vector) and let V be the jackknifed estimator of the variance-covariance
-n
functional of U.
-n

For any given pivot

has been worked out in Sen (1984).

e

-0

and weight matrix W. the SRE of

e

The relevance of Pitman-alternatives

and the computation of the AR (under a left truncation on

Ln ) were also

stressed in this work.
,-

(ii)

The model is similar to

Mol tivariate location model:. General
F.
.
,

the multi-normal mean model. but the underlying distribution F is unknown
and quite arbitrary.

Robust R-estimators .and M-estimators of location

along with related rank and M-testsf?r. the adequacy of the pivot were
incorporated in the formulation cf. SRE;, we may refer to Sen and Saleh
(1985) and Saleh and Sen (1985a) for detailed discussions.
(iii)

MLE:

Multi-parameter case •. The, ADR of SRE based on MLE and

related likelihood ratio test statistics has been studied and the
asymptotic dominance results are unified in Sen (1986).
(iv)

Multiple regression model:

linear model X
p

= p1+p 2 •

=A

8 + e. where

Subset pivot.

~/= (~i, §~ ) l' §j

Consider the usual

is a Pj-vector. j

= 1.2:

p > O. p > O. and the error e need not have normal
2-

di stributions.

The probl em is to prov ide SRE of S

_1 (or 8) when the pivot

18
relates to

~2

= O.

The robustness of the LSE based·S RE of

were studied by Saleh and Sen (1987a).

~l

and their ADR

The Case;of~~estimators needed a

different approach for implementing the required-asymptotics. and a
systematic account of the related SRE is given in Saleh and Sen (1986b).
M-estimators of regression parameters and related M-tests for the pivot
have been incorporated by Sen and Sa1l:!h (1987) for studying the asymptotic
properties of related SRE.

An interesting

feature of these studies is that

for any effective dominance of the SRE. one not only needs that min
(Pl. P2)

~

3 but also that AlA satisfies an intricate condition on its

characteristic roots.

Particular cases of practical importance of this

model include the so called "parallelism problem". and related SRE based on
R- and M-estimators were considered by Saleh and Sen (1985c. 1986a).
Though for each of these problems. the general line of attack is a
common one (based on the concepts in Sections 2. 3. and 4). the actual
manipulations for adapting the general asymptotics (for obtaining G* in
specific cases) depend very much on . the actual problem and on the type of
For this reason. th~ technicalities need to be

estimators employed.

considered in isolation for the diverse problems.

In fact. the simple

expression for the ADR of the SRE in (3.8) may not hold for the mul tiple
regression model. and considerable manipUlations are needed to yield
comparable expressions.

Also. in some cases. the weight matrix W can be

related to the usual Mahalanobis distance and this simplifies the
manipulations considerably.
regression model where

This is particularly true for the multiple

\) = \) 2 ·C

for some given

~

(p. d.) and \)

2

is a

scaler constant (possibly unknown and dependent on the type of estimators
used).

roots of W \)

e

_0

- 1

Here W = C

is a natural choice. so that all the characteristic
2

are equal to \) • In this case. (2.12) can be simplified as
1
+ (1 - cL-n
) (!n - ~o ). and hence. the treatment of its ADR is often

19

qui te simp1 er comparE!d t:o.the general case.

But. this may not be generally

true for the multivariate location model. where for different types of
estimators, we woul d hENe ciffer.e>nt· fOnD.s-o,f \)
proportional to each other)

i

(which may not be

and.relative per·f.ormance of the SRE based on

these different types of estimators may not be thus studied in a simple
manner.

There is a good scope fer further

w~rk

in this direction.

We conclude this section with some remarks on another related area in
SRE where there has been a good spur of recent works:

Sequential SRE.

The

James-Stein (l961) technique has been effectively extended to the
sequential case (under normal distributional assumption) by Ghosh,
Nickerson and Sen (l987): other references are cited there.

Sen (l987 a)

has considered the asymptotic situation with the SRE based on MLE and
likelihood ratio test in a sequential setup, and parallel results for
sequential U-statistics and generalizedU;:statistics have also been
obtained by Sen (1987b.c).

More work in this line is on progress.

•
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